
ERA-Conference:  The  Impact  of
Brexit  on  Commercial  Dispute
Resolution in London
The Academy of European Law (ERA) will host a conference on the changes which
will be brought about by Brexit with regard to the UK’s status under the Brussels
Ia, Rome I & Rome II Regulations and the impact of those changes on commercial
dispute resolution in London during the transitional period and afterwards. The
seminar is organized by Dr Angelika Fuchs (ERA) in cooperation with the Bar
Council, the European Circuit and the Hamburgischer Anwaltverein. The event
will take place on 10 November 2016  in London  and will be followed by a
reception.

Key topics will be:

the fate of prorogation clauses in favour of English courts
cross-border enforceability of judgments
consequences for choice of law agreements
the future of London as a legal hub

The full conference programme is available here.

The speakers are:

Barbara Dohmann QC, Barrister, Blackstone Chambers, London
Alexander Layton QC, Barrister, 20 Essex Street, London
Matthias Lehmann, Professor at the University of Bonn
Ravi Mehta, Barrister, Blackstone Chambers, London
Hugh Mercer QC, Barrister, Essex Court Chambers, London
Michael Patchett-Joyce, Barrister, Outer Temple Chambers, London

For further information, please see the conference website. Registration forms
are available here.
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Fourth Issue of 2015’s Rivista di
diritto  internazionale  privato  e
processuale  –  Proceedings of  the
conference  “For  a  New  Private
International Law” (Milan, 2014)
(I am grateful to Prof. Francesca Villata – University of Milan – for the following
presentation of the latest issue of the RDIPP)

The fourth issue of 2015 of the Rivista di diritto internazionale privato e
processuale (RDIPP, published by CEDAM) was just released.

This  issue of  the Rivista  features the texts  –  updated and integrated with a
comprehensive bibliography – of the speeches delivered during the conference
“For a New Private International Law” that was hosted at the University of Milan
in 2014 to celebrate the Rivista’s fiftieth anniversary.

The speeches have been published in four sections, in the order in which they
were delivered.

The  first  section,  on  “Fundamentals  of  Law  No  218/1995  and  General
Questions of Private International Law”, features the following contributions:

Fausto  Pocar,  Professor  Emeritus  at  the  University  of  Milan,  ‘La  Rivista  e
l’evoluzione del diritto internazionale privato in Italia e in Europa’ (The
Rivista  and the Evolution of Private International Law in Italy and Europe; in
Italian).

Fifty years after the foundation of the Rivista, this article portrays the reasons
that led to the publication of this journal and its core features, in particular its
unfettered nature and the breadth of its thought with respect to the definition
of private international law. In this regard the Rivista – by promptly drawing
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attention to the significant contribution provided by the law of the European
Union in the area of jurisdiction and conflict of laws – succeeded in anticipating
the subsequent developments, which resulted in the impressive legislation of
the European Union in the field of private international law since the entry into
force  of  the  Treaty  of  Amsterdam  in  1999.  These  developments  have
significantly affected the Italian domestic legislation as laid down in Law No
218  of  1995.  As  a  result  of  such  impact,  the  Italian  system  of  private
international law shall undergo a further revision in order to harmonize it with
the European legislative acts, as well as with recent international conventions
adopted in the framework of the Hague Conference on Private International
Law, to which the European Union – a Member of the Conference – is party.

Roberto Baratta, Professor at the Scuola Nazionale dell’Amministrazione, ‘Note
sull’evoluzione  del  diritto  internazionale  privato  in  chiave  europea’
(Remarks  on  the  Evolution  of  Private  International  Law  in  a  European
Perspective;  in  Italian).

National sovereignties have been eroded in the last decades. Domestic systems
of conflict of laws are no exceptions. While contributing with some remarks on
certain  evolving  processes  that  are  affecting  the  private  international  law
systems,  this  paper  notes  that  within  the  EU  –  however  fragmentary  its
legislation  in  the  field  of  civil  justice  may  be  –  the  erosion  of  national
competences follows as a matter of course. It then argues that the EU points to
setting up a common space in which inter alia fundamental rights and mutual
recognition  play  a  major  role.  Thus,  a  supranational  system  of  private
international law is gradually being forged with the aim to ensure the continuity
of legal relationships duly created in a Member State. As a result, domestic
systems of private international law are deemed to become complementary in
character. Their conceptualization as a kind of inter-local rules, the application
of which cannot raise obstacles to the continuity principle, appears logically
conceivable.

Marc Fallon, Professor at the Catholic University of Louvain, ‘La révision de loi
italienne  de  droit  international  privé  au  regard  du  droit  comparé  et
européen des conflits de lois’ (The Recast of the Italian Private International
Law with Regard to Comparative and European Conflict of Laws; in French).



The comparison of the present state of Italian choice-of law rules with the
overall  revision process at stake abroad and with the new European Union
policy in civil matters shows the need for a profound recast, in particular in
family law matters. First, several European and international instruments have
precedence over national rules, namely in the field of parental responsibility,
divorce, maintenance obligations, succession, and shortly matrimonial property.
Due to their universal application, these instruments leave no place to national
choice-of law rules in the subject matters falling into their scope. Second, a
recast  of  the  Italian  rules  on  private  international  law  would  give  the
opportunity to adapt some current rules to new values and objectives.  For
example, the Kegel’s ladder giving priority to nationality as a connecting factor
should be inverted, giving priority to habitual residence. To achieve such result,
a small group of scholars representative of the main ·streams in Italian private
international law should prepare a draft and persuade political stakeholders
that updating national law promotes legal certainty and a positive image of
society.  The  European  context  of  the  approximation  of  choice-of-law  rules
should not withhold them from starting such project,  so long as the Union
delays the adoption of a globalized private international law code. On the other
hand, one must be aware of the changing nature of law in modern society, and
accept that enacting new rules requires a continuous reappraisal process.

Hans van Loon, Former Secretary General of the Hague Conference on Private
International Law, ‘The Transnational Context: Impact of the Global Hague
and Regional European Instruments’ (in English).

As a result of the growing impact of global and EU choice of law instruments,
modern private international law statutes in Europe increasingly tend to have a
“layered”  structure,  with  norms  derived  from  (1)  global  (Hague)  and  (2)
regional  (EU)  instruments,  completed  by  supplementary,  or  residual  (3)
domestic  private  international  law  rules.  Law  No  218/1995  already  gives
prominence to  international  conventions  (Article  2),  to  which  the  new law
should  obviously  add EU regulations.  Consideration  might  be  given to  the
inclusion by reference in the new law of three Hague Conventions not yet
ratified by Italy (on the Recognition of the Validity of Marriages, Protection of
Adults and Access to Justice). This would enhance certainty, predictability and
respect  for  private  rights  in  cross-border  situations.  The  new  law  should
maintain  the  method  of  incorporation  by  reference  to  regional  and  global



instruments. Currently such references are few in number, but in the new law
they are bound to expand considerably. This article discusses how the reference
method could best be applied to, on the one hand, instruments on applicable
law,  and,  on  the  other,  instruments  on  jurisdiction,  recognition  and
enforcement of decisions as well as administrative cooperation. As globalization
and  regional  integration  unfold,  Italy  will  be  facing  many  more  foreign
decisions and situations created abroad than foreseen in the 1995 Law. Articles
64 and following probably go a long way to respond to this challenge in respect
of foreign decisions. In respect of foreign legal situations – not established or
confirmed by a judicial or administrative decision – Article 13 of the Law No
218/1995 on renvoi may have been thought of a way of facilitating the task of
the Italian authorities and of bringing international harmony. But, partly as a
result of the growing weight of international and regional instruments which
generally reject renvoi, this technique tends to become an anomaly in modern
private  international  law  codes.  Instead,  other  ways  of  introducing  the
flexibility needed might be considered, such as Article 19 of the Belgian Code
on Private International Law, or Article 9 Book 10 of the Dutch Civil Code.

The second section, on “Personal Status”, features the following contributions:

Roberta Clerici, Professor at the University of Milan,’Quale futuro per le norme
della legge di riforma relative allo statuto personale?’(Which Future for the
Provisions  on  Personal  Status  of  the  Italian  Law  Reforming  the  Private
International  Law  System?;  in  Italian).

Since its first year of publication, the Rivista has devoted ample space to the
personal status of the individual (including the right to a name), family matters,
maintenance  obligations  and  successions.  In  fact,  both  the  relevant
international treaties and the Italian provisions, including of course those laid
down in Law No 218 of 31 May 1995 reforming the Italian private international
law system – which has introduced significant modifications especially in the
aforementioned areas of the law – were examined and commented. However,
the regulations of the European Union and the international conventions that
entered  into  force  after  the  adoption  of  the  Italian  law reforming  private
international  law  designate  habitual  residence  as  the  principal  connecting
factor. One may therefore wonder whether nationality, which is the connecting
factor laid down in most of the provisions in Law No 218/1995, should not be



replaced with that of habitual residence. An additional question stems from the
“incorporation” in Law No 218/1995 of the 1961 Hague Convention concerning
the powers of authorities and the law applicable in respect of the protection of
infants (Article 42 of Law No 218/1995) and of the 1973 Hague Convention on
maintenance obligations (Article 45 of Law No 218/1995), which have been
replaced by the 1996 Hague Convention and the 2007 Protocol, respectively.
With respect to the 1961 Hague Convention, a legislative proposal is currently
being discussed, however it raises some questions concerning interpretation.
The same proposal puts forth a general provision on the replacement of the
“nationalized” Conventions with the new Conventions ratified by the European
Union.  However,  quite  surprisingly,  the  proposal  does  not  mention  the
regulations of the European Union that have replaced other conventions that
are referred to in Law No 218/1995.

Alegría Borrás, Professor Emeritus at the University of Barcelona,’La necessità
di applicare strumenti convenzionali e dell’Unione europea: l’ambito della
persona,  della  famiglia  e  delle  successioni.  La  situazione  spagnola  e
quella italiana a confronto’ (The Need to Apply International and European
Union Instruments: Persons, Family, and Successions. A Comparison between the
Italian and Spanish Systems; in Italian).

This article examines the characteristics and evolution of the Spanish system of
private international law in questions related to persons, family and successions
taking  into  account  the  need  to  apply  European  Union  instruments  and
international Conventions.  The main points addressed in this article are related
to the absence of a law of private international law and the fact that Spain has a
non-unified legal system.

Luigi Fumagalli, Professor at the University of Milan, ‘Il sistema italiano di
diritto  internazionale  privato  e  processuale  e  il  regolamento  (UE)  n.
650/2012 sulle successioni : spazi residui per la legge interna?’ (The Italian
System of  Private International  and Procedural  Law and Regulation (EU) No
650/2013  on  Successions:  Is  There  Any  Room Left  for  the  Italian  Domestic
Provisions?; in Italian).

Regulation No 650/2012 has a pervasive scope of application, as it governs, in
an  integrated  manner,  all  traditional  fields  of  private  international  law:



jurisdiction, governing law, recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments.
As a result, the entry into force of the Regulation leaves little, if any, room for
the application of domestic legislation, and chiefly of the provisions of Law No
218/1995,  in  the  same  areas.  With  respect  to  jurisdiction,  in  fact,  an
examination of the rules in the Regulation shows that they apply every time a
dispute in a succession matter is brought before a court in a Member State: no
room therefore remains for internal rules, which, as opposed to the situation
occurring with respect to Regulation No 1215/2012, cannot ground the exercise
of jurisdiction in the circumstances in which the Regulation does not apply: not
even the Italian rule on lis pendens seems to apply to coordinate the exercise of
Italian  jurisdiction  with  the  jurisdiction  of  non-Member  State.  The  same
happens with respect to the conflict-of law rules set by the Regulation, since
they have a universal scope of application. The only remaining area in which
internal  rules  may  apply  is  therefore  that  concerning  the  recognition  and
enforcement of decisions rendered in non-Member States. The opportunity for a
revision of internal rules is therefore mentioned.

Costanza  Honorati,  Professor  at  the  University  of  Milan–Bicocca,  ‘Norme di
applicazione necessaria e responsabilità parentale del padre non sposato’
(Overriding Mandatory Rules and Parental Responsibility of the Unwed Father; in
Italian).

The recently enacted Italian Law on the Status Filiationis (Law No 219/2012
and subsequent Legislative Decree No 154/2013) inserts a new PIL rule stating
that  the  principle  of  shared parental  responsibility  is  mandatory  in  nature
(Article 36-bis). While in the Italian legal system such principle is rooted in the
principle of non discrimination among parents, the situation appears to be more
controversial in other legal systems, especially in regards of the unmarried
father. Several decisions of the ECtHR (from Balbotin to Sporer) have indeed
declared the legitimacy of the different treatment for the unmarried father, as
long as he has the possibility to claim such right before a judicial court. In the
light  of  the  same  value  underlying  these  different  approach  to  parental
responsibility – to be found in the aim to pursue the best interest of the child in
each given case –  the present paper questions the opportunity of  the new
Article 36-bis of the Italian PIL and reflects on the effects of the subsequent
Italian ratification of the 1996 Hague Convention.



Carlo Rimini, Professor at the University of Milan, ‘La rifrazione del conflitto
familiare attraverso il prisma del diritto internazionale privato europeo’
(The Refraction of Family Conflict through the Prism of the European Private
International Law; in Italian).

The prism built up by the European Regulations relating to family law has the
effect  to  refract  the  family  conflict  in  several  different  aspects  that  are
supposed to be dealt  before different  courts  and with different  laws.  As a
matter of facts, the rules concerning jurisdiction and applicable law do not have
the aim to concentrate (or to try to concentrate) the whole conflict arising from
the family’s crisis in the hands of a single judge who applies a single law. This
choice has large costs both for the parties who needs to have lawyers in each
jurisdiction involved, and for the efficiency of the legal system. Moreover, it
often leads to an irrational and unfair solution of the family conflict. This is
especially evident dealing about the patrimonial effects of the family’s breaking.

Ilaria Viarengo,  Professor at the University of Milan,  ‘Sulla disciplina degli
obblighi alimentari nella famiglia e dei rapporti patrimoniali tra coniugi’
(On the Regulation of Family Maintenance Obligations and Matrimonial Property;
in Italian).

This article examines the provisions of the Italian Private International Law Act
(Law  31  May  1995  No  218)  on  maintenance  obligations  and  matrimonial
property regimes. It analyses these provisions in the prospect of a possible
reform of Law No 218/1995. With particular regard to maintenance obligations,
currently regulated by a common harmonized system of conflicts of law rules,
this article underlines how Article 43 of Law No 218/1995, which refers to the
1973 Hague Convention, appears to be no longer relevant. With respect to
matrimonial property, a new EU regulation is forthcoming, which will replace
the current Article 30 of Law No 218/1995. In this regard, this article examines
the amendments deemed to be necessary in the Italian law in the view of the
new Regulation, focusing in particular on the need to protect the interests of
third parties.

Franco  Mosconi,  Professor  Emeritus  at  the  University  of  Pavia,  ‘Qualche
considerazione  in  tema  di  matrimonio’  (Some  Remarks  on  Marriage;  in
Italian).



Assuming that  no revolutionary change is  foreseen in  the approach of  the
Italian legal system regarding same sex marriages – also in light of the case law
of the Corte Costituzionale and the European Court of Human Rights – this
paper considers several issues bound to arise from foreign same sex marriages.
The paper also criticizes the excessive competitive character of some States’
legislation in favour of same sex marriages.

The  third  section,  on  “Companies,  contractual  and  non-contractual
obligations”,  features  the  following  contributions:

Riccardo Luzzatto, Professor Emeritus at the University of Milan, ‘Introduzione
alla  sessione:  Società,  obbligazioni  contrattuali  ed  extracontrattuali’
(Opening Remarks: Companies, Contractual and Non-Contractual Obligations; in
Italian).

The fiftieth anniversary of the Rivista provides an important opportunity to
share some thoughts to the current status of the law in this complex sector of
the conflict of laws, with particular regard to the prevailing situation in Italy.
Actually, this anniversary prompts to consider the present status of the law in
comparison with that existing at the time when the Rivista was first published,
i.e. fifty years ago. From this point of view it is certainly appropriate to qualify
the  changes  occurred  in  this  period  as  a  true  conflict-of  laws  revolution,
borrowing an expression frequently used with reference to the United States.
The Italian revolution originates from two different factors: the adoption in
1995 of a new Act on private international law and the massive intervention of
European Community law into this sector of the legal systems of the Member
States.  The  problems  faced  by  the  lawmaker,  the  judge  and  any  other
interpreter  are  as  a  consequence  rather  complex.  The  national,  domestic
character of the rules of private international law has not been cancelled by the
new powers conferred to the EU institutions by the Treaty of Amsterdam, thus
obliging  to  carefully  review and  determine  the  relationship  and  reciprocal
interferences of national and supranational sources in any given field where
European common rules have been enacted. This is a necessary, but complex
exercise  that  cannot  be  avoided,  and  can  bring  to  very  different  results
depending on the specific features of the legal institutions under consideration.
Two interesting and significant examples are offered by the subject matters
considered in this Session, i.e. the law of companies and other legal entities on



the one part, and the law of obligations, both contractual and non-contractual,
on the other.

Ruggiero  Cafari  Panico,  Professor  at  the  University  of  Milan,  ‘Società,
obbligazioni  contrattuali  ed  extracontrattuali.  Osmosi  fra  i  sistemi,
questioni interpretative e prospettive di riforma della legge n. 218/1995’
(Companies,  Contractual  and  Non-Contractual  Obligations.  Osmosis  between
Systems,  Questions  of  Interpretation,  and  Prospect  of  a  Recast  of  Law  No
218/1995; in Italian).

This paper focuses on the need for reform of the Italian private international
law rules in order to adapt them to the principles of the European internal
market. The continuous development of judicial cooperation in civil  matters
having  cross-border  implications  has  progressively  reduced  the  scope  of
application of national conflict of law rules and deeply influenced the domestic
regulation of matters not yet harmonized. This process of osmosis is not free
from difficulties. The application of the criteria indicated in European private
international law regulations to cases not pertinent to the internal market may
be  questionable.  Similar  concepts,  when  used  in  different  European
instruments,  may lead to different results in connection with the choice of
applicable law and of  appropriate jurisdiction.  Achieving a parallel  ius and
forum, although desirable, especially in employment relationships, may thus be
difficult. All this has to be taken into account in any reform of the Italian private
international law rules, which should be consistent with the proper functioning
of the internal market.

Cristina Campiglio, Professor at the University of Pavia, ‘La legge applicabile
alle  obbligazioni  extracontrattuali  (con  particolare  riguardo  alla
violazione della privacy)’ (The Law Applicable to Non-Contractual Obligations
(with Particular Regard to Violations of Privacy); in Italian).

Among the areas where EU private international law has curtailed the scope of
application of the Italian Statute on Private International Law of 31 May 1995
No 218 is the area of non-contractual obligations (Regulation (EC) No 864/2007
on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations, Rome II). However, while
Article 63 of Law No 218/1995 on product liability has been repealed by Article
5 of the Rome II Regulation, Articles 58 and 59 of Law No 218/1995 – on non-



contractual  obligations arising out  of  unilateral  promise and under bills  of
exchange, cheques and promissory notes, respectively – are to be considered
still in force, and Articles 60 and 61 of Law No 21811995 – on representation
and ex lege obligation – preserve a limited scope of application. In this context,
the fate of Article 62 of Law No 218/1995 on torts, which is also applicable to
obligations arising out of violations of rights relating to personality, is rather
dubious; while, indeed the Regulation expressly excludes these obligations from
its scope, de iure condendo it may be envisaged that Article 62 of Law No
218/1995 be adapted to the EU principles and to the case law of the Court of
Justice  relating  to  (jurisdiction  in  case  of)  violations  of  rights  relating  to
personality which have been carried out through the mass media, including
online defamation.

Domenico  Damascelli,  Associate  Professor  at  the  University  of  Salento,  ‘Il
trasferimento della sede sociale da e per l’estero con mutamento della
legge applicabile’ (The Transfer of a Company’s Seat Abroad and from Abroad
with the Change of the Applicable Law; in Italian).

After having distinguished the case where the applicable law changes as a
result of the transfer abroad of the company seat from that in which such
change does not take place (either as a result of the shareholders’ will or as a
consequence of the conflict of law rules of the State of origin and/or the State of
destination), this article analyzes this issue from the standpoint of EU Private
International Law – considering, in particular, the case law of the Court of
Justice – and it puts forth a series of suggestions to reform the Italian conflict of
law and substantive law rules to  make the cross-border mobility  of  Italian
companies more efficient.

Paola Ivaldi, Professor at the University of Genoa, ‘Illeciti marittimi e diritto
internazionale privato: per una norma ad hoc nella legge n. 218/1995?’
(Maritime Torts and Private International Law: Does Law No 218/95 Need Ad Hoc
Provisions?; in Italian).

Due to their intrinsically international character and very frequent cross-border
implications, maritime torts typically involve private international law matters.
Therefore,  with  regard  to  cases  and  issues  falling  outside  the  scope  of
application of  the relevant uniform law Conventions,  the problem arises of



determining the applicable law according to the conflict-of law rules – which
are mostly based on territorial connecting/actors – laid down, at EU level, in the
Rome II Regulation (Regulation (EC) No 864/2007). The implementation of such
rules,  however,  is  sometimes critical,  in particular in presence of “external
torts” (i.e., torts which produce damage either on several ships or outside a
ship) occurring on the High Seas; with respect to these cases, some national
legislations  (e.g.,  the  Dutch  civil  code)  have  introduced  ad  hoc  rules
providing/or the application of the lex fori. In the light of the above, the present
contribution  assesses  the  opportunity  to  adopt  the  same  solution  on  the
occasion of the envisaged revision of the 1995 Italian legislation on private
international  law  (Law  No  218/1995),  concluding,  however,  that  such
integration  ab  externo  of  the  Regulation  is  not  ultimately  required.

Peter  Kindler,  Professor  at  the  University  of  Munich,  ‘L’amministrazione
centrale come criterio di collegamento del diritto internazionale privato
delle società’ (The Place of Administration as Connecting Factor in Conflict of
Laws in Company Matters; in Italian).

This article reviews and analyses the case law of the Court of Justice of the
European Union since the Cadbury Schweppes case (2006) and the principles
laid  down  in  secondary  European  legislation  with  specific  reference  to
Regulation (EU) 2015/848 of  20 May 2015 on insolvency proceedings.  The
author proposes to use the Centre of main interests (COMI) of the company as a
connecting factor not only in the field of European insolvency law (Articles 3
and 7 of Regulation No 2015/848), but also in a future Regulation on the law
applicable to companies and other bodies. Since the COMI is identical to the
company’s central administration (recital 30 of Regulation No 2015/848), this
term should be used by such a Regulation. The Author rejects the incorporation
theory  (Griindungstheorie)  and  favours  the  real  seat  theory  (Sitztheorie),
instead. In his view, thus, the substantive corporate law of the country applies
where most of the company’s creditors and the bulk of the company’s assets are
located. At the same time, regulatory arbitrage opportunities are restricted.

Finally, the fourth section, on “International Civil Procedure Law”, features
the following contributions:

Sergio M. Carbone, Professor Emeritus at the University of Genoa, ‘Introduzione



alla sessione: il diritto processuale civile internazionale’ (Opening Remarks:
International Civil Procedural Law; in Italian).

This article has been conceived and prepared with a view to providing an
overview of the specific features which have characterized the first fifty years
of our Rivista: such features were namely devoted to fostering the development
of  the  Italian  system  on  the  resolution  of  cross-border  disputes  and  the
recognition of foreign judgments so as to avoid possible differentiations in their
treatment in respect of the corresponding national situation.

Mario  Dusi,  Attorney  at  Law  in  Milan  and  Munich,  ‘La  verifica  della
giurisdizione  all’atto  dell’emissione  di  decreto  ingiuntivo:  regolamenti
comunitari, norme di diritto internazionale privato italiano e necessità di
riforma  del  codice  di  procedura  civile  italiano?’  (The  Assessment  of
Jurisdiction  while  Issuing  a  Payment  Order:  EC  Regulations,  Italian  Private
International Law Provisions, and the Need to Amend the Italian Civil Procedure
Code?; in Italian).

With the entry into force of Legislative Decree No 231 of 9 October 2002,
Italian  companies  can  finally  apply  for  an  injunction  order  against  their
contractual partners in Europe, who are defaulting their payment obligations.
Such  provision  however  did  not  specify  that  the  court  before  which  the
application  is  filed  must  assess  the  existence  (or  nonexistence)  of  the
prerequisites  related  to  its  international  jurisdiction,  pursuant  to  various
applicable  regulations,  including  the  Italian  Private  International  Law  No
218/1995, which is the object of this important conference dedicated to the
fiftieth anniversary of the Rivista di diritto internazionale privato e processuale.
Before starting an ordinary court proceeding in Italy against a foreign party, in
particular a European party, all regulations establishing the Italian jurisdiction
must be analyzed, starting from the application of EU Regulation No 44/2001,
now replaced by EU Regulation No 1215/2012, continuing with Article 3 of the
above mentioned Italian law. These two Regulations notoriously state in Article
26 (of EU Regulation No 44/2001) that “Where a defendant domiciled in one
Member State is sued in a court of another Member State and does not enter an
appearance, the court shall declare of its own motion that it has no jurisdiction
unless its jurisdiction is derived from the provisions of this Regulation”. Article
28 of EU Regulation No 1215/2012, currently applicable to these cases, states



that the verification ex officio of the jurisdiction applies not only when the
defendant decides not to appear in Court, but also to injunction proceedings,
although this is not expressly mentioned in the provision. Therefore, in the
event of non-appearance in court, or of injunction proceedings, as well as in
some ordinary cases, the court must verify on its own initiative whether or not
it  has  international  jurisdiction  and  possibly  declare  ex  officio  its  lack  of
jurisdiction; otherwise the injunction order will be declared invalid (see the
Italian Supreme Court judgment No 10011/2001). According to the Italian Code
of Civil  Procedure,  the application for an injunction order should expressly
indicate the reason why such Court is considered to be competent (Article 637
Italian Code of Civil Procedure). If the Italian legislator wanted to prescribe
more precisely all necessary requirements for the file of an application for an
injunction order, it could refer to EU Regulation No 1896/2006, namely Articles
7 and 8,  on the obligation of the court to “examine” all  conditions,  before
issuing the injunction order. Basically, in order to promote the implementation
of a United European Jurisdiction, we need to either establish a greater focus
on judges while issuing injunction orders, or promulgate a clear internal rule,
which imposes the above verifications on Italian judges.

Alberto Malatesta, Professor at the University Cattaneo-LIUC, ‘L’Article 7 della
legge n.  218/1995 dopo il  regolamento Bruxelles I-bis:  quale ruolo in
futuro?’ (Article 7 of Law No 218/1995 after Regulation Brussels I-a:  Which
Future Role?; in Italian).

This Article deals with the residual scope of Article 7 of Law No 218/1995 on lis
pendens after the adoption, in recent past years, of numerous EU acts. In fact,
the  national  provisions  of  Member  States  have  progressively  reduced
their  importance  especially  after  the  entry  into  force  of  the  Brussels  I-
a  Regulation,  whose  Articles  33  and  34  provide  for  rules  applicabile  to
proceedings pending before judges of third States. The Author first examines
such new regime and its underliyng reasons, secondly its impact on Article 7 of
Law No 218/1995, and finally discusses the option of a future revison of the
same rule, in line with the content of the European rule.

Francesco  Salerno,  Professor  at  the  University  of  Ferrara,  ‘L’incidenza del
regolamento  (UE)  n.  1215/2012  sulle  norme  comuni  in  tema  di



giurisdizione  e  di  efficacia  delle  sentenze  straniere’  (The  Impact  of
Regulation  (EU)  No  1215/2012  on  the  Italian  Provisions  on  Jurisdiction  and
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments; in Italian).

This paper examines the impact of Regulation (EU) No 1215/2012 (Brussels I
Recast) on the Italian rules governing international litigation, as embodied in
the Statute of 1995 that reformed the Italian system of private international
law.  As  regards  jurisdiction,  almost  no  consequences  derive  from  the
Regulation. Article 3(2) of the 1995 Statute does make a reference to uniform
European provisions in this area (so as to extend their applicability beyond their
intended  scope)  but  it  still  refers,  for  this  purpose,  to  the  1968  Brussels
Convention. The Author contends that if  a legislative reform of the Statute
provided for a forum of necessity, this would ultimately give a suitable basis to
the trend of Italian courts in favour of a broad interpretation of the heads of
jurisdiction resulting from the said reference, no matter whether such broad
interpretation departs from the usual interpretation of the corresponding heads
of jurisdiction laid down in the Convention. By contrast, the Regulation has a
mixed bearing on the domestic regime for the recognition and enforcement of
judgments. On the one hand, differently from national rules, the European rules
now allow foreign judgments to be enforced internally merely by operation of
law.  On the  other  hand,  the  Regulation,  if  compared with  domestic  rules,
provides more broadly for the opportunity of scrutinising whether individual
judgments are entitled to recognition or not.

Lidia Sandrini, Research Fellow at the University of Milan, ‘L’Article 10 della
legge  n.  218/1995  nel  contesto  del  sistema  italiano  di  diritto
internazionale privato e della cooperazione giudiziaria civile dell’Unione’
(Article 10 of Law No 218/1995 in the Framework of the Italian System of Private
International Law and of the Judicial Cooperation in Civil Matters in the European
Union; in Italian).

This article addresses Article 10 of Italian Law No 218 of 1995 on private
international law. It is submitted that the provision governing jurisdiction with
regard to the situation in which Italian judges lack jurisdiction on the merits
represents a crucial  mechanism in the application of  the relevant rules on
provisional and protective measures provided for by the EU regulations on
jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments. Nevertheless, the practice reveals



some  difficulties  as  to  the  interpretation  of  the  specific  connecting  factor
provided for by the Italian rule. The analysis of the jurisprudence makes it clear
that this unsatisfactory situation is due to the drafting, which does not reflect
the variety of the instruments in connection with which the rule has to be
applied and to the number of modifications of the domestic procedural rules
that have been enacted after its entrance into force. In light of that, this article
aims to contribute to the debate on the need of a reform of the Italian system of
private international law by suggesting the introduction of some more detailed
solutions  with  regard  both  to  the  jurisdictional  criteria  and  to  the
characterization  of  provisional  measures.  These  suggestions  are  primarily
intended to ensure the consistency of the solutions in the European judicial
area, in light of the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice, but also to preserve
the coherence of the Italian system of private international law.

Francesca C. Villata, Associate Professor at the University of Milan, ‘Sulla legge
applicabile  alla  validità  sostanziale  degli  accordi  di  scelta  del  foro:
appunti per una revisione dell’Articolo 4 della legge n. 218/1995’ (On the
Law Governing the Substantial Validity of Jurisdiction Clauses: Remarks with a
View to a Recast of Article 4 of Law No 218/1995; in Italian).

This article tackles the question whether the wording of Article 4 of Law No
218 of 1995 and, even more, its critical exegesis are (to date) adequate (a) with
respect to the transformed legislative context of the European Union (which
refers to such domestic legislation when the court seised is Italian), and (b)
even more, to meet the needs of practitioners. Furthermore, this article aims to
assess whether the solution adopted under the Brussels I-bis Regulation and
the 2005 Hague Convention on Choice of  Court  Agreements  –  which both
identify the law that governs the substantive validity of the choice of court
agreements in the law of the State allegedly designated (including its conflict-
of-law provisions) – may (or should) prompt an overall recast of the Italian law
or, rather, require a more detailed provision which shall coordinate with the
provisions on lis pendens.

Indexes and archives of RDIPP since its establishment (1965) are available on the
website of the Rivista di diritto internazionale privato e processuale. This issue is
available for download on the publisher’s website.

http://www.rdipp.unimi.it/
http://shop.wki.it/Cedam/Periodici/Rivista_di_diritto_internazionale_privato_e_processuale_s9242.aspx


Out  now:  Hay/Rösler  on  Private
International Law
A few days ago, the 5th of edition of a (German language) classic on private
international law, the “Hay”, was released. Fully revised and updated by Hannes
Rösler, a Professor for Civil Law, Comparative Law and Private International Law
at  the  University  of  Siegen  (Germany),  it  now  appears  as  Hay/Rösler,
Internationales  Privat-  und  Zivilverfahrensrecht,  5th  edition,  C.H.  Beck  2016
(XXXI + 326 pages).

The book covers nearly every aspect of private international law through 229
questions  and  cases.  The  first  part  of  the  book  (about  40  percent)  covers
procedural aspects. It starts with international jurisdiction under the Brussels Ibis
Regulation, further EU regulations (including the Regulations on maintenance
and succession) and German law. It continues with questions of proof of facts and
service of documents and finishes with recognition and enforcement of foreign
judgments.

The second part deals with private international law in the narrower sense. It first
addresses key concepts (“Allgemeiner Teil”) and then covers the Rome I and
Rome II Regulations, property law, family law (including the relatively new Rom
III Regulation), succession law and company law.

The books is an excellent and up-to-date introduction to private international law.
It provides easy access to complex legal issues. Thanks to its case-orientation it
will  be  especially  helpful  for  students  preparing  for  classes  and  exams.  In
addition, it will prove helpful for lawyers and practitioners interested in private
international law.

Further information, including a table of contents, can be found here.

https://conflictoflaws.net/2016/out-now-hayrosler-on-private-international-law/
https://conflictoflaws.net/2016/out-now-hayrosler-on-private-international-law/
http://www.beck-shop.de/bfeqdo


Lehmann  on  Jurisdiction  and
Applicable  law  in  Prospectus
Liability Cases
Against the backdrop of the CJEU’s judgment in Kolassa (Case C-375/13, see
here and here for previous posts), Matthias Lehmann has written an article that is
forthcoming in the August issue of the Journal of Private International Law. The
article can be downloaded here.

The abstract reads as follows:

In its Kolassa judgment, the CJEU has for the first time decided which national
court in the EU has jurisdiction for claims against an issuer of securities based
on an allegedly false prospectus. This contribution analyses this fundamental
and at the same time ambiguous ruling.

The ruling’s most important part concerns tort jurisdiction, in particular the
identification of the place where loss is suffered by the investor. The court’s
mixture between the domicile of the investor and the location of the bank that
manages  his  account  is  unsatisfying and leads  to  problems,  which will  be
analysed. With regard to the place of conduct, the decision will be criticized for
hesitating  between four  different  connecting  factors,  the  relation  of  which
among each other remains unclear. Moreover, this contribution argues that
prospectus liability never falls under the consumer provisions or the contractual
head of jurisdiction in the Brussels I(a) Regulation because such liability is
delictual in nature. Contrary to the CJEU’s assumption, the particularities of the
securities holding system do not play any role in the determination of  the
competent court.

Finally, it will be shown that the judgment is not limited to the determination of
the competent court, but also affects the governing law for prospectus cases. It
will be argued that the consequences of the Kolassa judgment under the Rome
II Regulation are so drastic that a legislative reform of this Regulation has
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become necessary.

Van  Calster  –  European  Private
International Law (2nd edition)
A fully updated, second edition of the textbook European Private International
Law by Geert Van Calster (University of Leuven) has just been published (Hart
Publishing, 2016).

The blurb reads:

Usable both as a student textbook and as a general introduction for legal
professionals, European  Private International Law is designed to reflect the

reality  of  legal  practice  throughout  the  EU.  This  second  edition  provides  a
thorough,  up-to-date  overview of  core  European private  international  law,  in
particular the Brussels I, Rome I and Rome II Regulations (jurisdiction, applicable
law  for  contracts  and  tort),  while  additional  chapters  deal  with  private
international  law  and  insolvency,  freedom of  establishment,  corporate  social
responsibility and finally a review of two Regulations in the family law arena:
Brussels  II  bis  (matrimonial  matters  and parental  responsibility)  and the EU
Succession Regulation.

More information is available here.

Fulli-Lemaire  on  the  private
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international  law  aspects  of  the
PIP breast implants scandal
In a recent article, Samuel Fulli-Lemaire, a Senior Research Fellow at the Max
Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law in Hamburg and
a PhD candidate in Private International Family Law at the Paris II – Panthéon-
Assas University, examined the private international law aspects of the PIP breast
implants scandal.

The article, in French, appeared under the title Affaire PIP: quelques réflexions
sur les aspects de droit international privé in the first issue for 2015 of the Revue
internationale de droit économique, together with other papers concerning the
PIP case.

Here’s an abstract of the article, provided by the author.

It  is  now  common  knowledge  that  the  PIP  company,  domiciled  in  France,
fraudulently mixed industrial-grade and medical-grade silicone gels to make its
breast implants. The victims, women who have received the defective implants
and have subsequently developed medical conditions, or who wish to have the
implants removed or replaced as a precaution, can claim damages from a variety
of actors. Because the victims, the clinics where the operations were performed,
and the companies that were part of the supply chain, as well as their insurers,
are domiciled in states spread all over the world, this case raises innumerable
private international law issues.

This paper focuses on some of these issues, specifically those related to the tort
actions which the victims can bring against the manufacturer, its executives, its
insurer, and the notified body, which is the entity that was tasked with ensuring
that PIP complied with its obligations under the European Union legal framework
for medical products. In each case, both international jurisdiction and applicable
law will be addressed.

To that end, some technical questions have to be answered first, for instance
determining the place where the damage is sustained following the insertion of a
potentially defective implant, or to what extent criminal courts can be expected to
apply private international rules.
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But  on  a  more  fundamental  level,  the  PIP  case  highlights  some  of  the
shortcomings of the product liability regime in the single market. To take just one
striking example, a French judge ruling on a claim against the manufacturer
would apply the rules of the 1973 Hague Convention on the law applicable to
products liability, while a German judge would apply the specific provision for
product liability of the Rome II Regulation, a discrepancy which might ultimately
result  in  the  two  claims  being  subject  to  different  laws.  Even  though  this
particular field of the law has been harmonized by the 1985 Product Liability
Directive,  significant  differences  remain  between  the  legislations  of  Member
States, and these could have a decisive influence on the outcome of the cases.

This is just one factor that parties should take into account when deciding before
which  court  to  start  proceedings,  and  it  is  likely  that  the  significant  forum
shopping opportunities afforded to the victims by the Brussels I Regulation will be
put to good use by the best-informed among them.

This state of affairs might legitimately be regarded as a lesser evil, since what is
ultimately at stake is the compensation of victims of actual or possible bodily
harm brought about by the fraudulent  behaviour of  a  manufacturer.  But  the
unequal treatment of victims, particularly depending on their domicile, cannot be
regarded as satisfactory, any more than the considerable risk that contradictory
or incoherent decisions will be rendered by the courts of different Member States,
as some lower courts in Germany and France have already done.

The development of class actions, as introduced recently in French law, albeit in a
very  limited  way,  could  help  suppress  or  mitigate  these  difficulties,  but
accommodating these mechanisms within the framework of  European private
international law will create additional challenges.

Issue 2015.3 of the Dutch journal

https://conflictoflaws.net/2015/issue-2015-3-of-the-dutch-journal-on-private-international-law-nipr/


on  Private  International  Law
(NIPR)
The  third  issue  of  2015  of  the  Dutch  Journal  on  Private  international  Law,
Nederlands  Internationaal  Privaatrecht,  contains  contributions  on  the  Hague
Convention on Choice of Court Agreements, financial losses under the Brussels I
Regulation,  Recognition  of  Dutch  insolvency  orders  in  Switzerland,  and
Indonesian  Private  International  Law.

Marta Pertegás, ‘Guest Editorial: Feeling the heat of disputes and finding
the shade of forum selection’, p. 375-376.

Tomas  Arons,  ‘Case  Note:  On  financial  losses,  prospectuses,  liability,
jurisdiction (clauses) and applicable law. European Court of Justice 28
January 2015, Case C-375/13 (Kolassa/Barclays Bank)’, p. 377-382.

The difficult question of where financial losses are directly sustained has been
(partly) solved by the European Court of Justice on 28 January 2015. In Kolassa
the  ECJ  ruled  that  an  investor  suffers  direct  financial  losses  as  a  result  of
corporate misinformation (i.e. misleading information published by a company
issuing (traded)  shares or  bonds)  in  the place where he holds his  securities
account. The impact of this ruling is not limited to the question of international
jurisdiction. The Rome II Regulation prescribes that the law applicable to tort
claims is the law of the country in which the direct losses are sustained. The
second part deals with the question whether an investor can be bound by an
exclusive  jurisdiction  clause  in  the  prospectus  or  other  investor  information
document.  In  the  near  future  the  ECJ  will  rule  on this  matter  in  the  Profit
Investment SIM case. [free sample]

Raphael  Brunner,  ‘Latest  Legal  Practice:  Switzerland  discovers  the
Netherlands  on  the  international  insolvency  map’,  p.  383-389.

By a decision of March 27, 2015 the Swiss Federal Court ruled for the first time in
a leading case that the Swiss Courts have to recognize Dutch insolvency orders. It
is  astonishing  that  up  until  now  Dutch  insolvency  orders  have  not  been
recognised  by  the  Swiss  Courts  and  hence  Dutch  insolvency  estates  and
liquidators or trustees (hereafter referred to as liquidators) neither had access to
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the assets of a Dutch insolvency estate in Switzerland nor to the jurisdiction of the
Swiss  Courts.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  the  private  international  laws  of
Switzerland  and  the  Netherlands  pursue  completely  different  approaches  in
international insolvency matters. The new decision by the Swiss Federal Court is
interesting both from a (theoretical) perspective of private international law as
well  as  from  the  (practical)  perspective  of  a  Dutch  liquidator  of  a  Dutch
insolvency  estate  having  assets  in  Switzerland  or  claims  against  debtors  in
Switzerland.

Tiurma Allagan, ‘Foreign PIL – Developments in Indonesia: The Bill on
Indonesian Private International Law’, p. 390-403.

This  article  discusses  the  background  and  contents  of  the  proposal  for  an
Indonesian Private International Law Act that was issued in November 2014.

If you are interested in contributing to this journal please contact the editorial
manager Ms Wilma Wildeman  at w.wildeman@asser.nl.

Coming soon: Yearbook of Private
International  Law  Vol.  XVI
(2014/2015)

This year’s volume of the Yearbook of Private International Law is just about
to be released. The Yearbook is edited by Professors Andrea Bonomi (Lausanne)
and Gian Paolo Romano (Geneva) and published in association with the Swiss
Institute  of  Comparative  Law.  This  year’s  edition  is  the  first  volume  to  be
published by Otto Schmidt (Cologne), ISBN 978-3-504-08004-4. It is 588 pages
strong and costs 189,00 €. For further information, please click here.

The new volume contains the following contributions:

Doctrine
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Out  Now:  Reithmann/Martiny  on
International Contract Law
Dr. Christoph Reithmann  and Professor Dr. Dieter Martiny  (editors) have just
published a new edition of their standard treatise on international contract law:
Internationales  Vertragsrecht  –  Das  internationale  Privatrecht  der
Schuldverträge,  8th.  ed.,  Cologne  (Dr.  Otto  Schmidt)  2015.

This 2348-pages strong volume is universally acknowledged as one of the leading
works on international contract law in the German language. It features in-depth
analyses not only of the Rome I-Regulation, but also of various aspects not dealt
with in Rome I, such as capacity and agency. Moreover, it also contains a chapter
on choice of law under the Rome II Regulation. The book has been written by a
team  that  is  made  up  of  renowned  German  and  Swiss  PIL  scholars  and
practitioners. Highly recommended! For further information, see the publisher’s
website here.

Praxis des Internationalen Privat-
und  Verfahrensrechts  (IPRax)
4/2015: Abstracts
The latest issue of the “Praxis des Internationalen Privat- und Verfahrensrechts
(IPRax)” features the following articles:

Holger  Jacobs,  The  necessity  of  choosing  the  law  applicable  to  non-
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contractual claims in international commercial contracts
International commercial contracts usually include choice-of-law clauses. These
clauses are often drafted narrowly, such that they do not cover non-contractual
obligations.  This  article  illustrates  that,  as  a  result,  contractual  and  non-
contractual claims closely linked to the contract risk being governed by different
laws.  This  fragmentation  might  lead  to  lengthy  and  expensive  disputes  and
considerable legal uncertainty. It is therefore advisable to expressly include non-
contractual  claims  within  the  scope  of  choice-of-law  clauses  in  international
commercial contracts.

Leonard Hübner, Section 64 sentence 1 German Law on Limited Liability
Companies in Conflict of Laws and European Union Law
The article treats the application of the liability pursuant to § 64 sentence 1
GmbHG to European foreign companies having its centre of  main interest in
Germany. At the outset, it demonstrates that the rule belongs to the lex concursus
in terms of Art. 4 EuInsVO. For the purposes of this examination, the article
considers  the case law of  the ECJ as  well  as  the legal  consequences of  the
qualification. At the second stage, it illustrates that the application of the rule to
foreign companies does not infringe the freedom of establishment according to
Art. 49, 54 TFEU.

Felix Koechel, Submission by appearance under the Brussels I Regulation
and representation in absentia
In response to two questions referred by the Austrian Supreme Court, the ECJ
ruled  that  a  court-appointed  representative  for  the  absent  defendant
(Abwesenheitskurator) cannot enter an appearance on behalf of the defendant for
the purposes of  Article  24 of  the Brussels  I  Regulation.  This  solution seems
convincing because the entering of an appearance by the representative would
circumvent the court’s obligation to examine its jurisdiction on its own motion
under Article 26 para 1 of the Brussels I Regulation. Considering also the ECJ’s
decisions  in  cases  C-78/95  (Hendrikman)  and  C-327/10  (Hypote?ní  banka)  it
seems that the entering of an appearance within the meaning of the Brussels I
Regulation is generally excluded in case of a representation in absentia. It is,
however, doubtful whether the very specific solution adopted by the ECJ in the
present case should be applied in other cases of representation in proceedings.

Peter Mankowski, Tacit choice of law, more preferential law principle, and
protection against unfair dismissal in the conflict of laws of employment



agreements
Labour contracts with a cross border element are a particular challenge. They call
for a particularly sound administration of justice. Especially,  the discharge of
employees  gives  rise  to  manifold  questions.  The  final  decision  of  the
Bundesarbeitsgericht in the case Mahamdia provides a fine example. It tempts to
spend further and deepening thoughts on tacit choice of law (with a special focus
on jurisdiction agreements rendered invalid by virtue of Art. 23 Brussels Ibis
Regulation, Art. 21 Brussels I Regulation/revised Lugano Convention), the most
favourable law principle under Art. 8 (2) Rome I Regulation, and whether the
general rules on discharge of employee might possibly fall under Art. 9 Rome I
Regulation.

Christoph A. Kern, Judicial protection against torpedo actions
In the recent case Weber v.  Weber,  the ECJ had ruled that,  contrary to the
principle of priority provided for in the Brussels I Regulation, the court second
seized must not stay the proceedings if it has exclusive jurisdiction. The German
Federal Supreme Court (BGH) applies this ratio decidendi in a similar case. In its
reasons, the BGH criticizes – and rightly so – the court of appeal which, in the
face of a manifestly abusive action in Italy, had denied an identity of the claims
and the parties by applying an “evaluative approach”. Nevertheless, the repeated
opposition of lower courts to apply the principle of priority is remarkable. The
Brussels I recast, which corrects the ECJ’s jurisprudence in the case Gasser v.
Misat,  would,  however,  allow  for  an  approach  based  on  forum  selection:
Whenever the parties have had no chance to protect themselves against torpedo
actions by agreeing on the exclusive jurisdiction of a court or the courts of a
Member State, the court second seized should be allowed to deviate from a strict
application of the principle of priority.

Jörn Griebel, The Need for Legal Relief Regarding Decisions of Jurisdiction
Subject to Setting Aside Proceedings according to § 1040 of the German
Code of Civil Procedure
§ 1040 section 3 of the German Code of Civil Procedure prescribes that a so called
“Zwischenentscheid”, an arbitration tribunal’s interim decision on its jurisdiction,
can be challenged in national court proceedings. The decision of the German
Federal Court of Justice (BGH) concerned the procedural question whether a
need  for  legal  relief  exists  in  such  setting  aside  proceedings  concerning  an
investment award on jurisdiction, especially in situations where an award on the



merits has in the meantime been rendered by the arbitration tribunal.

Bettina  Heiderhoff,  No  retroactive  effect  of  Article  16  sec.  3  Hague
Convention on child protection
Under Article 21 German EGBGB it was possible that a father who had parental
responsibility for his child under the law of its former habitual residence lost this
right when the child moved to Germany. This was caused by the fact that Article
21 EGBGB connected the law governing parental custody to the place of habitual
residence of the child.
Article 16 sec. 1 Hague Convention on child protection (1996) also connects the
parental custody to the habitual residence. However, in Article 16 sec. 3 it has a
different rule for the above described cases, stating that parental responsibility
which exists under the law of the State of the child’s habitual residence subsists
after a change of that habitual residence to another State.
The author is critical towards the common understanding of Article 21 EGBGB.
The courts should always have interpreted this rule in the manner that is now
explicitly  fixed in Article 16 sec.  3 Hague Convention.  As the rule has been
virtually out of force for many years due to the overriding applicability of the
Hague Convention, a retroactive change in its interpretation would cause great
insecurity.
The essay also deals with various transitional problems. It supports the view of
the OLG Karlsruhe, that the Hague Convention cannot be applied retroactively
when a child moved to Germany before January 2011.

Herbert  Roth,  Rechtskrafterstreckung auf  Vorfragen im internationalen
Zuständigkeitsrecht
The European procedure law (Brussels I Regulation) does not make any statement
concerning the scope of substantive res judicata of national judgments. However,
the European Court of Justice extends the effects of res judicata to prejudicial
questions of the validity of a choice-of-forum clause, in this respect it approves a
European  conception  of  substantive  res  judicata  (ECJ,  15.11.2012  –  Case  C
456/11 – Gothaer Allgemeine Versicherung AG ./. Samskip GmbH, IPRax 2014, p.
163 Nr. 10, with annotation H. Roth, p. 136). The verdict of the higher regional
court of Bremen as appellate court had to consider the precedent of the ECJ. It is
the final decision after the case was referred back from the ECJ. The international
jurisdiction of German courts was rejected in favour of the Icelandic courts, in
spite of the defendant’s domicile in Bremen.



Martin Gebauer, Partial subrogation of the insurer to the insured’s rights
and the incidental question of a non-contractual claim
The decision, rendered by the local court of Cologne, illustrates some of the
problems that arise when the injured party of a car accident brings an action as a
creditor  of  a  non-contractual  claim against  the  debtor’s  insurer,  despite  the
injured  party  having  already  been  partially  satisfied  by  his  insurer  as  a
consequence of a comprehensive insurance policy. The partial subrogation leads
to separate claims of the injured party, on the one hand, and its insurer on the
other. According to Article 19 of the Rome II Regulation, the subrogation, and its
scope, is governed by the same law that governs the insurance contract between
the injured party and its insurer. The non-contractual claim, however, which is the
object  of  the  subrogation,  is  governed  by  a  different  law  and  presents  an
incidental question within the subrogation. The injured party, as claimant, can sue
the  debtor’s  insurer  in  the  courts  of  the  place  where  the  injured  party  is
domiciled. The injured party’s insurer, however, may not sue the debtor’s insurer
in the courts of the place where the injured party is domiciled, but is rather
forced to bring the action at the defendant’s domicile. This may lead to parallel
proceedings in different states and runs the risk of uncoordinated decisions being
made by the different courts regarding the extent of the subrogation.

Apostolos Anthimos,  On the remaining value of the 1961 German-Greek
Convention on recognition and enforcement
Since  the  late  1950s,  Greece  has  established  strong  commercial  ties  with
Germany. At the same time, many Greek citizens from the North of the country
immigrated to Germany in pursuit of a better future. The need to regulate the
recognition and enforcement of judgments led to the 1961 bilateral convention,
which predominated for nearly 30 years in the field. Following the 1968 Brussels
Convention, and the ensuing pertinent EC Regulations, its importance has been
reduced gradually. That being the case though, the bilateral convention is still
applied  in  regards  to  cases  not  covered  by  EC  law  and/or  multilateral
conventions. What is more interesting, is that the convention still applies for the
majority  of  German  judgments  seeking  recognition  in  Greece,  namely  cases
concerning divorce decrees rendered before 2001, as well as adoption, affiliation,
guardianship, and other family and personal status matters. The purpose of this
paper is to highlight the significance of the bilateral convention from the Greek
point of view, and to report briefly on its field of application and its interpretation
by Greek courts.



David B. Adler, Step towards the accommodation of the German-American
judicial dispute? – The planned restriction of Germany’s blocking statute
regarding US discovery requests.
Until today, US and German jurisprudence argue whether US courts are allowed
to base discovery orders on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure instead of the
Hague Evidence Convention, despite the fact that evidence (e.g. documents) is
located outside the US but in one of the signatory states. While the one side
argues  that  the  Hague Convention  trumps the  Federal  Rules  and has  to  be
primarily,  if  not  exclusively,  utilized  in  those  circumstances,  the  other  side,
especially many US courts, constantly resisted interpreting the Hague Evidence
Convention as providing an exclusive mechanism for obtaining evidence. Instead,
they have viewed the Convention as offering discretionary procedures that a US
court may disregard in favor of the information gathering mechanisms laid out in
the federal discovery rules. The Hague Evidence Convention has therefore, at
least for requests from US courts, become less important over time.
The German Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection intends to put
this debate to an end and to reconcile the differing legal philosophies of Civil Law
and Common Law with regard to the collecting of evidence. It plans to alter the
wording of the German blocking statute which, up to this date, does not allow US
litigants to obtain pretrial discovery in the form of documents which are located
in Germany at all. Instead of the overall prohibition of such requests, the altered
statute is intended to allow the gathering of information located in Germany if the
strict  requirements  of  the  statute,  especially  the  substantiation  requirements
towards the description of the documents, are fulfilled. By changing the statute,
Germany plans to revive the mechanisms of the Hague Evidence Convention with
the  goal  of  convincing  the  US  courts  to  place  future  exterritorial  evidence
requests on those mechanisms rather than on the Federal Rules.
The  article  critically  analyses  the  planned statutory  changes,  especially  with
regard to the strict specification and substantiation requirements concerning the
documents requested. The author finally discusses whether the planned statutory
changes will in all likelihood encourage US courts to make increased usage of the
information gathering mechanisms under the Hague Evidence Convention with
regards  to  documents  located  in  Germany,  notwithstanding  the  effective
information  gathering  tools  under  the  Federal  Rules  of  Civil  Procedure.

Steffen Leithold/Stuyvesant Wainwright, Joint Tenancy in the U.S.
Joint tenancy is a special form of ownership with widespread usage in the USA,



which involves the ownership by two or more persons of the same property. These
individuals, known as joint tenants, share an equal, undivided ownership interest
in the property. A chief characteristic of joint tenancy is the creation of a “Right
of Survivorship”. This right provides that upon the death of a joint tenant, his or
her ownership interest in the property transfers automatically to the surviving
joint tenant(s) by operation of law, regardless of any testamentary intent to the
contrary; and joint tenants are prohibited from excluding this right by will. Joint
tenancies can be created either through inter vivos transactions or testamentary
bequests,  and for the most part any asset can be owned in joint tenancy.  A
frequent reason for owning property in joint tenancy is to facilitate the transfer of
a decedent’s ownership interest in an asset by minimizing the expense and time-
constraints involved with the administration of a probate proceeding. Additional
advantages  of  owning property  in  joint  tenancy  include potential  protections
against a creditor’s claims or against assertions by a spouse or minor children of
homestead  rights.  Lastly,  owning  property  in  joint  tenancy  can  result  in
inheritance,  gift,  property  and  income  tax  consequences.

Tobias  Lutzi,  France’s  New  Conflict-of-Laws  Rule  Regarding  Same-Sex
Marriage and the French ordre public international
On 28 January, the French Cour de cassation confirmed a highly debated decision
of  the  Cour  d’appel  de  Chambéry,  according  to  which  the  equal  access  to
marriage for homosexual couples is part of France’s ordre public international,
allowing the court to disregard the Moroccan prohibition of same-sex marriage in
spite of the Franco-Moroccan Agreement of 10 August 1981 and to apply Art.
202-1(2)  of  the  French  Code  civil  to  the  wedding  of  a  homosexual  Franco-
Moroccan couple. The court expressly upheld the decision but indicated some
possible limitations of its judgment in a concurrent press release.


